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i wasnt looking forward to the retooling of
splatterhouse. its been a long time since the
series was at its best, and from the little i saw in
the trailers, it seemed to be a complete re-
envisioning of the series. they arent taking any of
the things that i liked about the original and
throwing them out the window, and while they are
obviously giving the series a good deal more
polish, there isnt a lot here that is going to make
me come back for more. where splatterhouse is
lacking is with the gameplay. theyre not as
clueless about the genre as they were in the 90s,
but theyve certainly improved on a lot of the
problems that were there. theres a lot of blood in
splatterhouse (2010), and you will be splattered
quite a bit, so it makes sense that splatterhouse
(2010) doesnt have an r18 certificate. but that
doesnt mean the gore is gratuitous. theres a
design logic to the blood and guts. its a game that
wants to have its cake and eat it too. it wants to
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be incredibly gruesome, but at the same time, it
wants to be fun, and it wants to be a game you
can have fun with. if you want to see gore, you
can do a lot of things that arent a part of the
game, and youre not being scammed. the
developers arent lying to you, and are just being
extra careful about what youre seeing, because
they care about the game, and dont want to have
their own fun ruined by a silly man-child banning
the game. there is a lot of blood in splatterhouse
(2010), and you will be splattered quite a bit, so it
makes sense that splatterhouse (2010) doesnt
have an r18 certificate. but that doesnt mean the
gore is gratuitous. theres a design logic to the
blood and guts.
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